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This continues the true story of child abuse that began in the best-selling book, "Momma, Don't Hit

Me!"The horror is revealed by a neighbor in her real-life diary, describing the child's degradation,

day by day and month by month. In the first book, three-year-old Kevin was abused by Ann -- his

sick, twisted mother -- and neglected by his hard-drinking father. Despite steady calls from Kevin's

neighbors, the police were powerless to help the little boy. The state's child protection department

was too overwhelmed and understaffed to do anything, either.Then, Kevin's Father, Joe, left Ann

and took Kevin with him. That looked like a happy ending to Kevin's plight, and it concluded the first

book. However, within days, Kevin was back with Ann. Joe just couldn't manage being a father.In

this second book of the child abuse series about Kevin, you'll see more of Joe's darker side and

discover how far Ann would go, putting her own needs ahead of her son's. And, you'll find out what

happened to Kevin.It's a brutal tale, but -- especially for readers of the first book -- this story brings

closure to Kevin's plight. (For those who haven't read the first book, a summary is provided at the

beginning.) This book is based on a true story of child abuse and neglect that unfolded in New

Hampshire (USA) during 2011 - 2013.
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The writing in this book is very flat in spite of the constant italics. It's not worth even the low price on

kindle. The author is nice to care about the little boy but does not seem to follow through on things

like calling the police. She is just happy to have them gone and have a quiet night or have them

move out. Her other book is the same way.

To the writer of this book, I feel sorry for the events you and your family went through. There should

be some kind of response team, just for children. Our children go through too much from the adults

they know. The people who see what goes on, can only do so much. Child services need to step up

and do more, so a bus of children will stopI, myself gone through some things just as bad or maybe

worse. I have been trying to get up the nerve to do it.

momma stop, made me grab my children and pull them tight and thank god for the precious gift he

blessed me with, I couldn't put the book down and dove right in reading both books in two nights,

probably would take someone without little kids a lot less time. I cried reading about Kevin, in

today's world there is too many drug addicted parents not taking care of their children and letting

them rule the roost and the city. these kids start of just getting in trouble and then fall into drugs

themselves. and nobody can save them til it's too late, I'm sad to say in rEal life I was the author

and my Kevin never got out alive:( very good book please read, and I'd hope the author is donating

the proceeds for the book to a boy and girls battered shelter or even to her friends single parent

groups, no funding is many reasons why these kids fall through the cracks.

I chose this rating because it hits home, about what is going on in thousands of homes all over the

world.I like how this book was written but I didn't like how the child was abused.I recommend this

book to every household, whether there is trouble or not within the family structure.The reason

being is I came from a loving home; & never realizing how people can be so mean in other homes to

their kids.I it like they "wear 2 mask" one at home and the other outside the home. I take care of

children who come from broken homes for a little while, so I wanted to read about other situations



that I never knew existed. If you are thinking about fostering or adopting children, this book is a must

read for you... Please take time to pray for these children that are in abusive homes. Thank you

I'm glad I read this book after finishing the first 'book'. This one was much easier to read and in the

right order. It was still frustrating at how long it took for Kevin to get help, but that's the system. But

with all that's as going on in that apartment, I'm surprised the author never thought to record what

she heard. It might have gotten more attention ... ???

I read the 1st diary and the second. My impression is that the author is very naive about drug users,

how they live and behave. Her efforts to stop the abuse of the child were commendable, however,

the child protective system along with law officers were not very interested. When there is

prostitution and drug dealing in an apt bldg or parking lot, local law enforcement could have stopped

it or sought help from DEA , etc. There was no will there. Maybe officers were using, selling, and

frequenting prostitutes. It has been heard of before.child abuse and neglect usually has an

undercurrent of drug use and other criminal activity. Author was lucky she and her family were not

targeted by drug dealers.she was neglectful of her own children by continuing to live there. Where

were her values?

Great story. Love the way if was told like a daily occurrence. Will be ordering the second book.

Enjoyed the book!!

I found this book to be less entertaining than the first. This book didn't seem to keep me on the edge

of my seat as the other one did. I am glad you did everything possible to help this child. It's sad the

state can't do more for children in these situations. I'm glad to hear Kevin is in a better place with

people who care about him. I also see Joe wanting to be a good dad but just don't know how too.

It's sad in a way his parents left him instead of helped gain direction to be a better father. Overall

thankfully Kevin has a second chance n I'm excited for him.
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